Editorial: All submissions are subject to editing for clarity,
from the editor E d i t o r i n C h i e f : W a r r e n H a r r i s o n I P o r t l a n d S t a t e U n i v e r s i t y I w a r r e n . h a r r i s o n @ c o m p u t e r. o r g W hen the IEEE Computer Society announced my appointment as the new editor in chief of IEEE Software last year, I received congratulations from many of my friends and colleagues in both academia and industry. Not surprisingly, many academicians urged me to refocus the magazine to publish papers with more research emphasis. However, I have a duty to consider this advice both within the context of IEEE Software's mission to "build the community of leading software practitioners" (emphasis mine) and the differences between a magazine (which is what IEEE Software is) and a transaction (which IEEE Software is not). Last fall, my predecessor, Steve McConnell, published a From the Editor column entitled "How to Write a Good Technical Article" (Sept./Oct. 2002) , in which he described the difference between a magazine and a transaction. In short, a transaction is expected to publish archival research results whereas a magazine publishes articles (and columns) of contemporary interest to practitioners. According to Webster's Revised Unabridged Dictionary, a practitioner is "one who is engaged in the actual use or exercise of any art or profession," while research is "diligent inquiry or examination in seeking facts or principles."
Universal appeal
I honestly do not believe that "research" and "articles of contemporary interest to practitioners" are mutually exclusive, but neither are they synonymous. titioner as well as why the work I had been doing was not.
Communicate, communicate
The first great truth I realized while sitting at the feet of these masters is that they were getting along quite well without my help, thank you. In other words, as the researcher, it was my job to communicate the significance of my research with respect to their jobs, which was to develop software. Software practitioners are extremely busy people, and they simply have neither the time nor motivation to figure out on their own how someone's research can apply to them.
Having served as editor in chief of two research-oriented journals before joining IEEE Software, I think I see this mistake more often than almost any other. This is especially true in empirical studies. For instance, you might find a piece of research that proudly proclaims that, after a rigorous statistical evaluation of a dozen companies (a statistical evaluation that you have been forced to wade through to get to the punch line, by the way), programmers prefer garlic two-to-one over pepperoni on their pizza. While perhaps interesting, this research has just put the burden of figuring out what to do with this valuable nugget of wisdom on the practitioner's shoulders.
The practitioner, who is doing well to even find the time to read the article, is not only not going to reduce the results to practice, but will likely make a mental note to stay away from papers in the future with titles like "A Four-factor, Log-linear Correlational Analysis of Patterns of Pizza Consumption among Multinational Software Developers." Rather, if the research results are significant to software practitioners, it is the researcher's job to explain how, and if they aren't, most practitioners really don't have the time to hear about them. A better approach would be for the researcher to propose specific actions that practitioners can take now that we know programmers like garlicsuch as reducing the number of twoperson cubicles-and use the study's results to substantiate the proposal.
No half-baked ideas, please
Another common mistake made by researchers trying to write for practitioners is the lack of conclusive results. I often come across research summaries that end with the phrase "… and of course these results must be confirmed through future studies, but we feel the approach has great promise …." Such papers are great fun in a research-oriented conference. It is the academic equivalent of saying, "Come on in, the water's fine." However, to the software practitioner, it gives the impression of a half-baked idea.
Practitioners read publications like IEEE Software to learn about techniques they can use to make their jobs easier. Only extraordinarily trusting individuals are interested in adopting methods or techniques that still "... must be confirmed through future studies," no matter how promising they appear. As Frank Bartels and Ed Jaymes used to say, "We will serve no wine before it's time."
When researchers decide it is time to expose their ideas to practitioners, at least they should be truly confident in their idea. Tentative results belong in conferences, not a practitioner-oriented magazine. Only after additional studies have confirmed the hypothesis are the results really useful to practitioners.
Simply being confident in an idea isn't in itself adequate to convince a practitioner to adopt-or even care about-a technique, tool, or other piece of research, although it certainly helps. Practitioners also want to see easily understandable evidence that the approach being described is better than the alternatives. This might entail comparative case studies in which a technique is applied in practice and then compared to earlier projects where the technique was not used. Note the emphasis on "easily understandable." You should not need a statistics book to be able to tell if the two outcomes differ significantly-if you do, the benefits are probably far too subtle to be truly useful to the practitioner. If the evidence is not easily understandable, the researcher's first job is to work on a way to make it so.
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FROM THE EDITOR

Address the practitioner's reality
There is always the researcher who tries to morph reality to fit his or her study. One of my favorites is the argument that studies of student projects generalize to industrial projects because student projects are made up of code and industrial projects are made up of lots of code. Using student projects to test out ideas is fine, and if you discover universal truth, it might be generalizable. However, before trying to publish such work for practitioners, you should refer back to the paragraph that starts with "Another common mistake …."
How do I actually use this?
Finally, there is the issue of operationalization. If a technique is going to actually be useful to practitioners, it must ultimately be reduced to practice. Although page limitations might prevent enough detail from being published in the article itself, if a researcher wants to attract interest from practitioners, detailed instructions on how the technique could be reduced to practice must be available somewhere.
Maurice Halstead's Elements of Software Science and the work that surrounded it in the 1970s and 1980s should be a study in the pitfalls of definitions and operationalizations. Although Halstead published good rules for applying Software Science to Fortran, later attempts by others to extend the technique to languages such as C and C++ resulted in a montage of studies, each of which applied its own definition of the Software Science rules (for instance, is a function call an operator or an operand?). Many practitioners threw up their hands in disgust while researchers squabbled among themselves. The World Wide Web has provided easy ways to augment research reports by making tools, manuals, and so on available to readers who wish to explore the work further.
We welcome your feedback
In short, practitioners can be interested in research when it has clear applications to their work, has wellfounded, understandable credibility, and can be operationalized. If you are a researcher and can write this kind of article, I enthusiastically invite you to submit it to IEEE Software. If you want to bounce ideas off me or have your own thoughts about the problem of coupling research and practice, please write to me at warren.harrison@computer.org. 
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